SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS

FREUDENTHAL/ VERHAGEN

For Dutch designers Stefan Scholten and Carole Baijings, the creative
tension between colour and pattern, surface and form, design and
production, define every project their studio undertakes. They dive deep
into art and design history for inspiration, while always looking ahead to
invent new ways of living, working, and creating. Partners in work and life,
they established Scholten & Baijings as a formal practice in 2000. Since
then, their process has evolved into a natural division of labour, with
Stefan focusing on ideology, Carole on details and production.

Freudenthal/ Verhagen are a Dutch photography duo based in Amsterdam.
Carmen Freudenthal & Elle Verhagen met right after graduating from the
Gerrit Rietveld Academy, where Carmen studied photography and Elle
studied fashion design.
In their work, they are always in search of ways to expand the definition of
fashion photography; crossing lines between fashion and art and looking
for cultural relevancy. The images are, over the years, diverse in discipline
and form, but always show a sense of disturbance and a multilayered
story. Stretching the confines of photography, they have merged
photographs into 3D installations, projected video onto photographs and
printed photographs onto draped silk. Their work has been published in
Dazed & Confused, Jalouse, Flash Art International and numerous other
photography and design books.

The Amsterdam-based studio has produced highly coveted objects in
textiles, carpets, glass, and ceramic, their tableware and textiles living
happily alongside their furniture and lighting collections. They have
produced showcase home designs, museum exhibitions, installations, even
a concept car for MINI. Their clients include The Art Institute of Chicago,
Victoria & Albert Museum, Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum,
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, 1616 / arita japan, Georg Jensen,
Herman Miller, MINI, Maharam, Karimoku New Standard and HAY, to name
but a few.

www.freudenthalverhagen.com

CHRYSANTHI AVLONITI

www.scholtenbaijings.com
Chrysanthi Avloniti is a physical theatre performer, stage director and
producer. Having studied acting at the Greek National Theatre Drama
School in Athens, she went on to study devised theatre and performance
at the London International School of Performing Arts.

MORITZ GABE & HENNING GRAMBOW
Moritz Gabe and Henning Grambow design sound and music experiences.
The work of the two composers is based on customized concepts for
various touch points, such as installations, live shows, media or interactive
sound designs. In the past they have musically portrayed and worked for
Ferran Adrià, Akris, Bulthaup, Zaha Hadid, Hapag Lloyd, Rem Koolhaas,
Panasonic, SAP, Jil Sander and Sony Ericsson amongst many others.

As an experienced actress, Chrysanthi has participated in numerous projects
in open theatres; gaining experience as a chorus member in ancient Greek
drama productions but also of performing in an Art Gallery context. She is
always looking for ways to create original work and has a particular interest
in conceptual dance; improvisation and minimalist practices.

www.gabegrambow.com

www.monamas.com

LUCE DI CARRARA
www.lucedicarrara.it
Marbled Pattern Series, 2017
Solid Patterns, 2014
Luce di Carrara, a brand of the leading Italian stone company Henraux
(1821), was created to combine the uniqueness of the natural stone and
white Carrara marble with design intelligence. Henraux’s own marble
quarries, dating back to Roman times, are the oldest operational sites in
the world.

use of materials. For the Elements series, Scholten & Baijings’ created
an extensive range of cuts and built these up on individual glasses and
across the range of glass types. Each glass in the Elements series has a
different design, meaning the customer can create a bespoke collection of
glassware to suit their preferred sense of style - restrained or exuberant –
perhaps a mix of both! The glass sizes vary and suit a multitude of uses. An
elegant jug and decanter complete the series

MAHARAM
www.maharam.com

HERMAN MILLER
www.hermanmiller.com

Grid, 2014

ColourForm Sofa Group Chair, 2017

Founded in 1902, Maharam is North America’s leading creator of textiles
for commercial and residential interiors. Maharam is available in Europe
through its Danish partner, Kvadrat.

HAY
www.hay.dk

In response to Maharam’s open brief for an upholstery textile, Scholten
& Baijings embarked on an investigation of modern approaches to
colour blocking. To allow for a nuanced exploration of this concept, they
decided to develop a large-scale composition based on the amount of
fabric typically required to upholster an entire sofa. The resulting textile
has a massive 9-metre repeat. The Grid textile is an exploration of colour
perception, translated into woven wool. The density of the grid determines
how one experiences colour and gives the colour a more airy appearance
than a monochromatic colour plane.

Herman Miller is a globally recognised provider of furnishings and related
technologies and services. Headquartered in West Michigan, the global
company has relied on innovative design for over 100 years to solve
problems for people wherever they work, live, learn, and heal. Herman
Miller’s designs are part of museum collections worldwide.

Solid Patterns are five unique marble tables designed by Scholten &
Baijings. Grids and lines a few millimetres deep were engraved by means
of advanced CNC robotic milling technology. The facetted table base
and the patterns in the table top, together create a dialogue between
technical innovation and the organic material.

13Eighty Chair, 2016
Colour Glass, 2010
Colour Plaid, 2016
Colour Vase, 2016
Tilt-Top Table, 2015

Marbled Pattern Series is a contemporary wall covering and flooring
collection, in which precious marble pieces with unique shapes, are put
together with vibrant-coloured resin. Graphic lines and patterns enhance
the marble compositions. Henraux’s expertise, craftsmanship and
state-of-the-art techniques are what make this innovative production
method possible.

The Danish brand, HAY, was founded in 2002 with the ambition to create
contemporary furniture with an eye for modern living and sophisticated
industrial manufacturing. Since 2011, Scholten & Baijings have contributed
several successful designs to the collection.

J. HILL’S STANDARD
www.jhillsstandard.com

The 13Eighty Chair has over 1,300 holes to give the chair a characteristic
aesthetic, where transparency and a play of light and shadows add to
the chair’s expression, while the variations in the sizes of the holes bring
a sense of movement to the visual appearance. Beyond aesthetics, the
holes are a useful feature when the chair is used outdoors, as they allow
rainwater to drain off quickly.

Elements, 2014
J. HILL’s Standard is a new mouth-blown, hand-cut crystal maker - from
Waterford, Ireland. J.HILL’S Standard seeks to provide a new focus on the
integrity, longevity and utility of crystal, highlighting craft and an honest

Tilt-Top Table is a modern interpretation of a well-known Dutch table type
from the 1700s, where many families lived in cramped homes that often
doubled as work spaces. Tilt-Top Table folds completely flat against the wall.

Maharam Accessories Japan holds a collection of accessories originally
developed exclusively for Japan under the creative direction of Stefan
Scholten and Carole Baijings in partnership with 1616 / arita japan and
Karimoku New Standard. Encompassing a range of product types,
materials and techniques, the collection is unified by Scholten & Baijings’s
nuanced sense of colour, refined geometric patterning, clean lines, and
minimal forms.

In designing the Ottoman series, Scholten & Baijings began looking at
the form and function of daybeds, whose multiple uses accommodate for
sitting, leaning, lounging or lying-down - alone or with another.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

THOMAS EYCK
www.thomaseyck.com

Colour Porcelain, 2012

Pastel, 2014
Iris, 2014

Woven Willow Grand Bernard, 2008

Located in southern Japan, Arita has been the epicenter of porcelain
production since its introduction to Japan in 1616 and is synonymous with
Aritayaki, a type of pottery made using clay from crushed stone. Items
are produced at the same factories, but with a wholly contemporary
design aesthetic under the creative direction of Teruhiro Yanagihara. While
focused on the Standard series, he invited Scholten & Baijings to develop
their own line named Colour Porcelain. Both contributions shed new light
on the Japanese porcelain tradition by fusing expert craftsmanship with
contemporary design.

Pastel and Iris, two different collections of hand-blown coloured-glass with
metallic coating, consisting of a decanter with matching glasses and a
series of five table pieces. Scholten & Baijings combined coloured glass
with gradients, silvering inside and metallic coating outside, all of which fit
in perfectly with their design language marked by layering, mixing of colors
and surprising finishes.

The Italian manufacturer of upholstered furniture, Moroso, was founded
in 1952. Moroso’s sofas, armchairs and accessories project excitement, fun
and light-heartedness, but are seriously sophisticated enough to end up
in design museums.

Covered Stool, 2017
Pattern Porcelain, 2017
Pattern Tray, 2017

VERREUM
www.verreum.com

Verreum aims at reviving traditional glass making craftsmanship, focusing
on the revival of the unique silvered glass production. Verreum re-invented
this forgotten technique from scratch, coupling tradition and technologies
and a new design language. Since then Verreum produces smaller
decorative items like vases, bowls, lamps, candlesticks or small furniture
pieces.

Thomas Eyck publishes and distributes characteristic and exclusive
contemporary design products. The company values the importance of
choosing materials to work with, its producers and production techniques,
as well as the skill and creativity of its designers.
Woven Willow consists of seven different objects inspired by a traditional
Dutch 17th-century weaving technique. For the Grand Bernard jug the
wicker disappeared entirely, the only reminder being an imprint in the
glass.

SEVRES
www.sevresciteceramique.fr

Align Cutlery, 2018
With the recent introduction of the 3D printing into the studio of Scholten
& Baijngs, the team investigated the new printing machine and translated
its unique handwriting into a design. By slowly adding material, layer by
layer, a design is created. Resulting in functional cutlery for everyday use,
each piece formed of precisely stacked lines of plastic.
Cake Stand 1616 / arita japan, 2018
The étagère comes in various heights; a stacking of one, two or three
plates that provides extra space for delicacies during a high-tea. Highquality and artisan produced porcelain from Arita is combined with the
high-tech look of 3D printed plastic. The 3D printing technique allows
functional and practical elements to be easily merged together into one
designed and engineered handle.

KARIMOKU NEW STANDARD
www.karimoku-newstandard.jp

The Manufacture nationale de Sèvres is one of the principal European
porcelain manufactories and has been creating objects since 1740.

Cities of Glass Vases, 2017
The one-off project Cities of Glass derives from the synergy and
resemblances between Dutch, Bohemian and Venetian glass art and glass
blowing techniques. In total Scholten & Baijings designed a collection of 12
vases, created in collaboration with Venetian maestro Silvano Signoretto
in Leerdam, the Netherlands.

Colour Wood, 2009, 2012, 2018
Colour Wood Chair, 2017

Carole Baijings and Stefan Scholten have been invited to create new work
in collaboration with the artisans of the Manufacture de Sèvres. For their
project, they reinterpreted various forms of vases from the Manufacture’s
repertoire and became fascinated by the palettes of enamels on offer. The
porcelain vases created present new astonishing colours, with superposed
and juxtaposed enamels producing a jubilatory effect.

If you are interested in purchasing anything on display, please ask
a member of staff who will be able to advise as to prices and the
ordering process.

L’univers coloré de Scholten & Baijings, 2017
2016/
www.2016arita.jp

MOROSO
www.moroso.it
Floral Table, 2018
Strap Chair, 2018
Ottoman Series, 2016

MAHARAM ACCESSORIES JAPAN
www.maharam.com

1616 / ARITA JAPAN
www.1616arita.jp

1616 / arita japan produces contemporary porcelain that can be used every
day, while offering the extraordinary workmanship, thinness, and strength
of original Arita ware.

The ColourForm Sofa Group, Scholten & Baijings’ first project for Herman
Miller, is the perfect expression of its designers’ artistic process.

Edition Scholten & Baijings, 2016

Made possible by 1616 / arita japan, Farrow & Ball, Herman Miller,
Maharam, Maharam Accessories Japan, Moroso, HAY, Luce di Carrara,
J. HILL’s Standard & Karimoku New Standard.

TIME FOR TEA BY SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS
IN COLLABORATION WITH FORTNUM & MASON
LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL 2018

The marble floor and tables have been produced by
the Italian marble manufacturer Luce di Carrara.
Long green wool Grid curtains have been woven
in the United Kingdom for Maharam, and special,
green upholstered chairs are furnished by Herman
Miller, Moroso and Karimoku New Standard.
Scholten & Baijings invite visitors to immerse
themselves in a daily tea ritual, held throughout the
nine days of London Design Festival.

Karimoku New Standard is a division of Karimoku, a furniture manufacturer
based in central Japan with more than seventy years of history. Combining
a deep understanding of carpentry craftsmanship with cutting-edge
technologies, Karimoku builds furniture of the highest possible quality.
Introduced in 2009, Karimoku New Standard offers innovative, joyful,
and functional objects created under the direction of David Glaettli in
collaboration with the world’s most promising design talents.

Using more than 80 products, the installation
delivers a unique take on the ceremony of tea.

Scholten & Baijings celebrate the beauty of 400 years of Arita porcelain
and demonstrate what a rich source of inspiration traditional Aritaware
can offer contemporary design. Exploring Arita’s outstanding examples
of hand-painting, they reviewed hundreds of pieces and came across
countless techniques showing incredible refinement. The two featured
dishes on display, are part of a collection of twenty-four dishes.

Fortnum’s iconic Eau de Nil colour provided the
inspiration for the installation, with all furniture and
products designed by Scholten & Baijings bearing
the distinctive green hue.

2016/ Editions by Scholten & Baijings showcase the most impressive skills of
the Arita potteries in Japan.

15th – 23rd September, 1st floor
Monday – Saturday 11:00, 13:30, 16:00 and 18:30
Sunday 13:30 and 16:00
A live performance exploring the ceremony of tea
will be shown at:
In collaboration with Fortnum & Mason,
1616 / arita japan and Maharam, an exquisite
porcelain tea set has been developed for the
occasion in Arita region of Japan, renowned for its
fine porcelain since the 17th century.

TIME FOR TEA BY SCHOLTEN & BAIJINGS
IN COLLABORATION WITH FORTNUM & MASON
LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL 2018

